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Abstract
The conventional approach to study glasses either requires considering the rapid drop in the excess entropy ∆Sex or the free
volume Vf. As the two quantities are not directly related to each other, the viscosity in the two approaches does not diverge at
the same temperature, which casts doubt on the physical significance of the divergence and of the ideal glass transition (IG). By
invoking a recently developed nonequilibrium thermodynamics, we identify the instantaneous temperature, pressure, entropy,
etc. and discover the way they relax. We show that by replacing ∆Sex by a properly defined communal entropy S
comm (not to
be confused with the configurational entropy) and free volume Vf, both quantities vanish simultaneously at IG, where the glass
is jammed with no free volume and communal entropy. By exploiting the fact that there are no thermodynamic singularities
in the entropy of the supercooled liquid at IG, we show that various currently existing phenomenologies become unified.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Glass as a Time-dependent Nonequilibrium
Macrostate
1. Glass Transition Temperature
Vitrification [1] is a prime example of an irreversible
process going on at low temperatures or high pressures.
It is commonly believed now that almost all materials
including organic and inorganic substances, man-made
polymers, metals, plastics, biomaterials, drugs, etc. can
be turned into a glass (or vitrified) by exploiting a suit-
able technique or techniques. Even though naturally oc-
curring glasses such as volcanic glasses1 have been known
for a long time, our understanding of them is far from
complete, mainly because they exhibit a duality in their
properties, some of which appear liquidlike at long times,
while others appear solidlike at short times; see Moyni-
han, et al in [2]. As observed using various spectroscopic
techniques, molecular motions in liquids became progres-
sively slower as vitrification is approached, with a char-
acteristic time increasing from nanoseconds to beyond
feasible experimental time scales time τexp (the inverse
of the probed frequency ω) of the order of 102 s or 105
s≃ one day. This results in an operational definition of
a range of temperatures T0g-to-T0G for the glass transi-
tion; however, following convention, we simply use T0g
to denote this range. It is found to depend on the rate
of approach to the transition. The slow glassy dynam-
ics is thought to occur because particles form cooper-
ative groups of increasing sizes, which then identify a
correlated length as the ratio ζ0 ≡ P0/T0 of pressure
1 These glasses formed by lava are mostly of Paleogene age or
younger and spontaneously devitrify to crystallite aggregates in
time periods that are extremely short by geologic standards but
extremely long by human standards. This is consistent with
our understanding that glasses are unstable over extremely long
periods.
to temperature increases. This is the idea behind the
celebrated Adam-Gibbs theory of glass transition; see
later. Similar time dependence is also found in a class
of disordered magnets, commonly know as spin glass.
It is found that a spin glass exhibits an exponentially
large number of metastable states below the (spin-)glass
transition temperature, which are specifically determined
by the presence of frustration, where by frustration is
meant the system’s inability to simultaneously minimize
the (sometimes competing) interaction energy between
its constituents. The similarity between a glass and a
spin glass has suggested frustration to be a deciding fac-
tor for a regular glass, although the situation is not very
clear.
2. Fast and Slow Modes
The conclusion from several studies on glasses and spin
glasses is that there are at least two distinct (widely sep-
arated) time scales governing fast and slow modes in
glasses. The fast modes refer to the localized oscillations
of the particles (atoms, molecules, segments, monomers,
etc.) in the cells or cages formed by neighboring parti-
cles, and the slow modes refer to the translation and dif-
fusion (translation over long distances [1] of particles. In
Fig. 1, we show a two-dimensional projection of a three-
dimension trajectory of a colloidal particle at high enough
density, where the particle oscillates within its cage for
a long time before leaving to a new cage in which it os-
cillates again to leave it later on, and so on. These two
distinct modes distinguish the glass from other nonequi-
librium states where there is only one single mode. Con-
sequently, the study of vitrification continues to attract
researchers to this date because of its incomplete and
some times controversial understanding.
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FIG. 1: The 2-d projection of a typical 3-d trajectory for 100
min for φ = 0.56. Most of the time, particles are confined to
their cages. Occasionally, a particle will move a long distance
and get trapped in another cage. In the figure, the particle
took 500 s to shift its position. Reprinted with permission
from E.R. Weeks, et al, Science 287, 627 (2000).
3. What is a Glass?
As a physicist, the first thing we need to ask is: What is
glass? The simple and most common answer is that glass
or glassy state (GS) is a time-dependent nonequilibrium
state of matter [2, 4] found at low temperatures T0 and/or
high pressures P0 of the medium that undergoes glass
transition (GT) from a relatively brittle solid (glass) into
a molten state as the ζ0 decreases. The striking feature of
a glass which distinguishes it from an equilibrium crystal
is that the former has much higher potential energies
than the latter [5]. Even at absolute zero, there remains
a non-zero gap in the energies of the crystal and the glass.
Thus, a glass can be thought of as a macrostate which
has trapped a lot of frozen defects that were present in
the liquid at the melting point after the crystal melts [6].
A glass is most commonly obtained in the laboratory
by cooling a time-dependent supercooled liquid (SCL) to
a temperature lower than the temperature at which the
latter has fallen out of equilibrium. The genuine equilib-
rium state, which by definition is also a stationary state,
corresponds to a crystalline state (CR). This does not
mean that SCL can never be treated as an equilibrium
state; its stationary limit, to be called the equilibrium
SCL (ESCL), can be treated as an equilibrium state un-
der the constraint that only disordered microstates are
considered [6]. We denote the ensemble or the space of
disordered microstates by D, the disordered state space,
and refer to a constraint formalism as a restricted en-
semble in this work to distinguish it from an unrestricted
ensemble in which all microstates are considered. As ex-
pected, the corresponding entropy SESCL has its max-
imum value for given extensive arguments (the energy
E, volume V , number of particles N , etc.). To make a
clear distinction, all possible time-dependent SCL states
will be called nonequilibrium SCL (NESCL) states. It
can be shown that the entropy S(t) of any system in any
arbitrary state (equilibrium or not) is given by [7]
S(t) = −
∑
pi ln pi ≥ 0 (1)
in terms of microstate probabilities pi of the allowed ith
microstate provided S (t) is an extensive quantity; no
other assumption is required for the derivation. This is
the standard formulation of entropy that is applicable to
both ensembles and to any nonequilibrium state. These
entropies achieve their unique maximum value SESCL
(SCR) in the stationary limit in the restricted (unre-
stricted) ensemble. In the following, we will use SCL
to refer to both nonequilibrium and equilibrium SCLs.
When the internal energy consists of two independent
contributions due to positions (configurations) and mo-
menta (kinetic energy) of the particles, respectively, then
the microstate probability becomes a product of proba-
bilities due to the independent contributions. It then
follows trivially from Eq. (1) that the entropy of the
system can be divided into two independent terms: the
configurational entropy Sconf(t) due to the positions and
interactions (which we take to be independent of mo-
menta) and the entropy Skin(t) due to the kinetic energy,
respectively
S(t) = Sconf(t) + Skin(t). (2)
Such a separation is possible for any macrostate of the
system [6]. Each independent entropy contribution above
must satisfy the second law according to which the en-
tropy continues to increase until equilibrium is reached.
However, the configurational entropy in the glass com-
munity sometimes refers to the communal entropy. It is
the entropy due to the deconfinement of the system from
their cells. We have discussed this issue in Secs. 10.1.5.2
and 10.4.1 in Ref. [6]. Here, we will focus on the config-
urational entropy Sconf(t), see below, for which we will
assume the second law to hold. It is given by Eq. (1)
except that pi now refers to a microstate in the config-
uration space. Therefore, it must also be non-negative.
A related quantity of interest is the measured excess en-
tropy
Sex(T0, t) ≡ SSCL(T0, t)− SCR(T0), T0 < T0m; (3)
here, T0 denotes the temperature of the surroundings
(medium)2 and T0m is the melting temperature.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next
section, we briefly review some important concepts and
topics used in the paper, which is followed by a brief re-
view of glassy phenomenology. Nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics is discussed in Sect. III, and its consequences
2 From now on, we will use ”medium” instead of ”surroundings.”
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for glasses is considered in Sect. IV. The topics of free
volume and the communal entropy is taken up in Sect. V.
We review some of the established theories in Sect. VI.
A simple model of a nonequilibrium temperature is dis-
cussed in Sect. VII and is applied in Sect. VIII to give a
thermodynamic justification of the Tool-Narayanaswamy
equation. The final section contains a discussion of the
results and the limitation of the approach.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF IMPORTANT CON-
CEPTS AND TOPICS
A. Entropy Crisis and the Ideal Glass Transition
The excess entropy Sex(T0, t) has played a very pivotal
role in the field of glass transition. It was found to ex-
hibit a rapid drop below the melting temperature T0m by
Kauzmann [4] for many systems; a smooth extrapolation
to lower temperatures shows that it eventually vanishes
at some temperature T = T0K < T0m. It will become neg-
ative if extrapolated to lower temperatures.3,4 A (kinetic)
transition known as the glass transition (GT) is invoked
at a higher temperature T0g > T0K to avoid this entropy
crisis, known commonly as the Kauzmann paradox at
T0K. In the limit of zero cooling rate (not accessible in
experiments or simulations, but accessible in a theoret-
ical setup) in the metastable region where SCLs occur,
the metastable states will become stationary, which we
have identified above as ESCL. In this limit,, the glass
transition in ESCL at T0K is known as the ideal glass
transition (IGT) to an ideal glass (IG) below T0K.
It should be stressed that there is no thermodynamic
requirement for Sex(T ) to be non-negative. There are
physical systems like He4 in which Sex(T ) can become
negative at low temperatures; see also Ref. [6]. On the
other hand, the SCL configurational entropy SconfSCL(T ) can
never be negative. This means that SconfSCL(T ) and Sex(T )
are not close under all relevant conditions. If there is
any hope of finding a thermodynamic basis for the glass
transition occurring in SCL, we must look for the vio-
lation of the condition SconfSCL(T ) ≥ 0 and not of Sex(T )
3 It should be stressed that there is no thermodynamic requirement
for Sex(T0) to be non-negative. There are physical systems like
He4 in which Sex(T0) can become negative at low temperatures.
This means that the vanishing of Sex(T0) cannot be an argument
for a glass transition but the vanishing of Scomm
ESCL
(T0) willl be.
4 One can consider many different kinds of entropy, all of which
will vanish, most probably at different ζ0, under extrapolation.
Similarly, various definitions of the free volume will also show
that they vanish at different ζ0 under extrapolation. Thus, un-
less care is taken, the vanishing of entropy and free volume will
appear to be unrelated. This has created a lot of confusion in
the field. However, by carefully defining the free volume and
the relevant (communal) entropy, we can show that their vanish-
ing is simultaneous, and that they refere to the same unique IG
macrostate.
≥ 0. Thus, in the following, we will only consider the
configurational entropy SconfSCL(T ). We will interpret the
entropy crisis in this work to signify the reality condi-
tion violation SconfSCL(T ) ≥ 0, and denote the temperature
by T0K, the Kauzmann temperature, where the violation
begins to occur as the temperature is reduced. A similar
Kauzmann pressure P0K can be identified where the real-
ity condition is violated as the pressure is increased. We
will collectively call them Kauzmann points. However,
we will mostly consider the Kauzmann temperature in
this work.
In the rest of the paper, we will simplify the nota-
tion and no longer exhibit the superscript configura-
tional in the entropy. Thus, S(T0, t) from on will refer
to Sconf(T0, t). As the kinetic energy is no longer going
to be considered, the energy E will now represent the
potential energy.
Normally, the time dependence in experimentally mea-
sured Sex(T0, t) and SSCL(T0, t) is not taken into account
if the interest is to explain the rapid entropy variation
with T0 or P0. With the presence of t, one can hope
to also account for the possibility of relaxation in the
time domain such as for aging. However, the glassy dy-
namics in the time domain is too complex as it contains
a variety of different processes (α- and β- relaxations,
Johari-Goldstein relaxation and its connection with the
β- relaxation, dependence of relaxation on the waiting
time, memory effect, etc.) and their origin and physi-
cal significance are still debated. As these processes are
found in a variety of systems, they are believed to be
generic to all glass formers and the hope is that there
must be some universal explanation of these processes
that are independent of the particular properties of the
glass considered. Our goal in this paper is to focus on
the thermodynamics of glasses. Therefore, we will not
be interested in the actual form of the temporal varia-
tion except to note that the most common empirical law,
valid in a limited domain, is found to be the Kohlrausch
stretched exponential [8]
q(T0, t) = q0 exp(−t/τeff)
β (4)
for some physical observable like the volume, viscosity,
refractive index, elastic constants, etc. under fixed ex-
ternal conditions such as T0, P0; here τeff represents some
average relaxation time, and q0 and τeff must be state de-
pendent quantities.
B. Free Volume
In this paper, we are only concerned with the motion
of individual particles, which makes the cell theory of
liquids very appealing [1]. The localized oscillatory mo-
tion experienced by a particle occurs about the minimum
of the potential ϕ generated by its neighbors; the latter
define the cell. (The set of minima from all the cells
determines what is nowadays called the inherent struc-
ture IS). While in a crystal, such a motion occurs at all
3
times unless there are interstitial vacancies. In a glass,
such a motion occurs at short time and endows the glass
with solid-like properties; see Fig. 1. But at long times,
there occurs uninhibited translation and diffusion, super-
imposed on the oscillatory motion controlled by ϕ of its
continuously changing new neighbors [1]. This gives the
glass a liquid-like property, whose central feature is the
mobility of the particle. At high densities, the neighbors
impede the motion in almost all directions and the mo-
tion become confined within the cell or cage with little
or no diffusion. At low densities, the particle can move
almost freely in any direction and diffusion occurs. How-
ever, the presence of chemical boding requires the whole
molecule to move together. We are interested in the dense
phase where we have both motions possible. The ability
to move long distances requires, what is vaguely termed
the free volume Vf, and which is communally shared by
many particles. The potential felt by the particle in its
cell endows the particle with what can be termed the
interaction volume vi per particle. It is the volume nec-
essary to execute its oscillatory motion in this potential.
In terms of the interaction volume Vi ≡ Nvi, we have
V = Vi + Vf; (5)
both components are functions of state variables like tem-
perature, pressure, etc;5 see also Ref. [9] The interaction
volume is determined by the local modes within the cells,
whereas the free volume is determined by the transla-
tional motion of the particles inside and outside the cell
that give rise to its fluidity. The cell potential must grad-
ually become very steep as the particle gets closer to the
neighbors. At low temperatures, these steep portions of
the potential have almost no chance to be explored by
the particle. Therefore, the interaction volume vi must
be usually smaller than the cell volume ∆. Their differ-
ence ∆− vi gives the particle some elbow room to allow
for translation; it is thus included in Vf. The determi-
nation of Vi is somewhat technical and will be discussed
later.
5 Many workers use the concept of occupied volume Vo ≡ Nvo.
However, the concept is not without any ambiguity [9]. For some,
vo is just the van der Waals volume, also known as the molecular
volume vm. It is just a parameter of the liquid. In contrast, the
interaction volume is theoretically well defined as shown later.
To inquire if they are the same is meeaningless. As a van der
Waals volume is merely a parameter, Vo is just a constant equal
to Nvm. Such a definition will not account for the temperature
variation of the ideal glass volume in Fig. 2. Our definition
allows for such a variation. With our definition, as we will discuss
later, the communal entropy vanishes and the free volume vanish
simultaneously, which is what we expect if the ideal glass is a
unique macrostate of the system.
FIG. 2: Schematic behavior of the volume as the liquid is
cooled. The freezing transition to the crystal occurs at T0m;
the latter becomes perfectly ordered at absolute zero. If the
crystallization is somehow bypassed, we obtain the super-
cooled liquid (shown as the continuation of the liquid), which
eventually turns continuously without any discontinuity in
the slope into different glasses at different glass transition
temperatures (T0g) depending on the rate of cooling r. As r
becomes smaller, T0g decreases (shown by arrows becoming
larger), until finally it converges to its limit T0K under in-
finitely slow cooling rate but now with a discontinuity in the
slope. This limit is called the ideal glass transition temper-
ature or the Kauzmann temperature, and the corresponding
glass shown by the dashed curve is called the ideal glass. A
similar behavior in the slopes of the densities is also seen when
we increase P0 at a fixed T0; we merely replace T0 in the figure
by 1/P0.Thus, we can replace the horizontal axis by 1/ζ0.
C. Doolittle Equation, its Generalization and the
Free Volume Theory
According to the Doolittle equation [10], the fluidity φ,
which is basically the inverse of the viscosity η, is given
by
φ ≡ η−1 = φ0 exp(−γvm/vf), (6)
where γ is a fitting parameter of order unity and vm is
the molecular volume. As the free volume decreases so
does φ or η−1. The glass transition normally occurs when
η becomes larger than about 1013 poise or the the relax-
ation time becomes of the order τexp; see the upper axis
in Fig. 2, where we have plotted the volume per particle
V as a function of the temperature T0 of the medium
but the following discussion applies equally well to any
density function like the entropy, energy, enthalpy etc.
per particle and applies to all glass forming systems. In
the Doolittle equation, the parameters γ and vm are con-
stant. But in general, these parameters must be functions
of the state variables. With this dependence, we will refer
to the above equation as the generalized Doolittle equa-
tion. It is found that a linear temperature-dependent
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vf = a(T0 − T0V), T0V 6= 0, a and T0V constants, is sat-
isfied only over a narrow range of the temperature T0
for most substances; see Ref. [11] for more details. At
T0V, Vf vanishes so that there cannot be any translational
motion. The system becomes completely jammed. The
entropy associated with translational motion, which we
call the communal entropy Scomm, must also vanish. (We
identify Scomm in Sec. VIC.)
The vanishing of Vf is reflected in the behavior of the
volume; see the point on the lowest curve at tempera-
ture T0K in Fig. 2, where there is a sharp kink and a
discontinuity in the slope.6 This curve is the result of
extrapolation to obtain ESCL shown by the solid line
(Liquid). The presence of free volume above this tem-
perature gives rise to different expansion coefficients on
the two sides of this point. The dashed portion represents
the ideal glass (IG). The other two curves represent lab-
oratory glasses which smoothly emerge out of the solid
curve representing ESCL; the glass transition (GT) oc-
curs at a lower temperature than where the curves leave
ESCL. The free volume does not vanish on these curves.
If we believe that IG is a unique state, though we do not
know at present how to specify it, it must also be the
state with vanishing communal entropy (but not vanish-
ing configurational entropy in (2)). This is shown by the
point at temperature T0K in Fig. 3(b), where the com-
munal entropy vanishes. Expecting this identification to
be justified later in the paper, we will henceforth use T0K
for T0V. The free volume picture provides a very nice way
to think of the glass transition [1] with percolation of the
free volume as an important ingredient [11].
Similar to the Kauzmann temperature T0K for isobaric
vitrification at fixed P0., a Kauzmann pressure P0K can
also be identified in ESCL where ScommESCL (P0) = 0 as the
pressure is increased at fixed T0. We will collectively call
them Kauzmann points.
III. GENERIC GLASS PHENOMENOLOGY
A. Absence of a Singularity in Laboratory Glass
The relaxation time τ of the system usually increases
monotonically with the ratio ζ0; see the upper axis in
Fig. 2. Most often, a glass is produced by supercooling a
liquid by avoiding crystallization at the melting temper-
ature T0m; the SCL can still remain under equilibrium in
D as ESCL shown by the solid curve as long as τ < τexp,
but begins to fall out of constrained equilibrium at T0g
and becomes NESCL as soon as τexp ≃ τ . This is shown
6 We have identified the temperature as T0K rather than T0V with
the anticipated result obtained later that T0K, the Kauzmann
temperature, is identified as the point where the communal en-
triopy vaishes is the same as T0V, where the free volume van-
ishes. This is, as it should be, because the ideal glass shown by
the dashed line must be a unique state.
by the dotted portion of the curve in Fig. 3(a), where
we show the entropy. The system is not really frozen for
τ >> τexp, but eventually turns into a glass (GS) at a
somewhat lower temperature T0G (not shown in Fig. 2),
where the system will appear to have no discernible mo-
bility for τ >> τexp. The loss of mobility results in ”freez-
ing” of the system without any anomalous changes in its
thermodynamic densities in the glass transition region
(T0g-T0G). The state below T0G is identified as a glass.
The two dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 2 representing two
different glasses will not show any singularity at their
respective glass transition temperature. They smoothly
connect with ESCL. Thus, the experimental glass tran-
sition should be thought of as a crossover phenomenon
with a gradual turnover of ESCL through NESCL into a
GS over a temperature range.
The EL and ESCL are shown in Fig. 2 by the portions
of the thick solid curve above and below T0m, respec-
tively, with CR shown by the thin solid curve. There
is no abnormal behavior observed in going from EL into
ESCL at T0m; contrary to that, CR properties show a
discontinuity (see the vertical dashed line at T0m) with
respect to the liquid at T0m.
7 The relaxation time τ
and viscosity η increase by several orders of magnitudes,
typically within a range of a few decades of the tempera-
ture as it is lowered, and eventually surpass experimental
limits τexp and ηexp, respectively. There is an ”apparent”
discontinuity in the slopes over a non-zero temperature
range on the two sides at T0g as seen in Fig. 2; see also
Fig. 3(a).8 The resulting glassy states are represented by
the dashed-dotted curves or the dashed curve. The value
of T0g depends on the external pressure P0 at which the
glass former is cooled. One can also obtain a glass tran-
sition by fixing the external temperature and varying the
external pressure. At the corresponding glass transition
pressure P0g(T0), one will find various densities to have
a discontinuity in their slopes, this time with respect to
P0.
7 As is well known, this singular behavior emerges as the system
makes a transition between two distinct states: disordere and or-
dered. The absence of such a singular behavior between EL and
ESCL is because both of them represent the same macrostate.
For the same reason, there is no singular behavior as we go from
ESCL to NESCL to GS. However, the sharp kink T0K is because
IG is a distinct state different from ESCL. This singularity is
coming from the vanishing of the Vf. As the volume VESCL of
ESCL at T0K shows no singularity, it can be continued math-
ematically to lower temperatures, erxcept that Vf will become
negative under mathematical continuation (extrapolation). This
is reminiscent of the Kauzmann paradox.
8 As the curves emerge out of ESCL continuously, there is no math-
ematical singularity for the top two curves in Fig. 2; see also
footnote 7.
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FIG. 3: (a) Schematic behavior of the communal entropy
of ESCL (solid curve) and a possible time-dependent super-
cooled liquid NESCL, which turns into a glass (dotted curve)
during vitrification. It is assumed that there is no ideal glass
transition in ESCL. The transition region between T0g and
T0G has been exaggerated to highlight the point that the glass
transition is not a sharp point. For all temperatures T0 < T0g,
NESCL undergoes isothermal (fixed temperature T0) struc-
tural relaxation in time towards ESCL. The entropy of ESCL
is shown to extrapolate to zero, but that of the glass to a
non-zero value SR > 0 at absolute zero. (b) The communal
entropy of ESCL for a system with an ideal glass transition
at T0K, below which we obtain an ideal glass of zero entropy.
B. Ideal Glass: Analytic Continuation
The continuous blue curve in Fig. 3(a) shows SESCL
of ESCL. The red dotted curve show SGS, which extrap-
olates to a positive value of the residual entropy SR at
absolute zero at O as shown. In contrast, it is commonly
believed that SESCL extrapolates to zero at T0 = 0 at O,
even though there are no thermodynamic requirements
for this
The system shown in Fig. 3(a) has no ideal glass tran-
sition. However, the system shown in Fig. 3(b), where
we show the communal entropy, undergoes an ideal glass
transition at T0K, where S
comm vanishes. At this point,
the system will undergo a phase transition into IG. From
the slope of the entropy, we see that IG has a zero com-
munal heat capacity (heat capacity associated with the
communal entropy), but ESCL has a non-zero commu-
nal heat capacity. Thus, IG and ESCL are distinct states,
and, as noted in footnote 7, the transition will result in
a singularity in the thermodynamic free energy. Despite
this singularity, each state itself is nonsingular. For ex-
ample, SESCL can be mathematically extended to tem-
peratures below T0K, although it will result in a negative
communal entropy. This is clearly seen in the Gibbs-Di
Marzio theory, where the free energy can be mathemati-
cally continued all the way down to absolute zero.
C. Real Glass and Approximate Thermodynamics
Theoretical and experimental investigations of labora-
tory glasses invariably but not always require applying
equilibrium (time-independent) thermodynamics to SCL
to extract quantities like the entropy. This approxima-
tion is equivalent to treating SCL as ESCL obtained un-
der infinitely slow cooling. It is further assumed that the
SCL free energy can be defined all the way down to ab-
solute zero, as was the case with the Gibbs-Di Marzio
theory. This may not always be possible as the extension
may terminate in a spinodal at a non-zero temperature
as we lower the temperature.
IV. NONEQUILIBRIUM FORMULATION:
BRIEF REVIEW
We consider an interacting system Σ embedded in a
medium Σ˜; their combination forms an isolated system
Σ0. Quantities pertaining to Σ0 will have a suffix 0, while
those for Σ˜ will have a tilde; quantities for Σ will have
no suffix. The medium is taken to be extremely large
compared to Σ so that the latter does not affect the fields
of Σ˜, which can be taken to be equal to that of Σ0 so
that we will be denoted by T0, P0, etc. We will also find
it convenient to use body to denote any one of Σ, Σ˜ and
Σ0. The quantities pertaining to a body will not have
any suffix.
A. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium States
Let Σ be a nonequilibrium state such as a glass. glass is
a nonequilibrium microstate, its entropy S(t) must obey
the second law, i.e., the law of increase of entropy, ac-
cording to which the irreversible (denoted by a suffix i)9
entropy generated in any infinitesimal physical process
going on within a body satisfies the inequality
diS ≥ 0; (7)
the equality diS = 0 occurs for a reversible process. For
an isolated system Σ0, there is no exchange (denoted by a
suffix e) entropy change deS0 = 0 so that in any arbitrary
process satisfies
dS0 = diS0 ≥ 0. (8)
For Σ0 in equilibrium, dS0 = 0 so that its entropy is
constant.
9 This entropy is generated within the system because of dissipa-
tive processes. Thus the suffix i can also stand for ”internal.” The
quantity deS with a suffix ”e” will denote the entropy exchange
with the medium (the outside).
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B. Concept of a Nonequilibrium State and of In-
ternal Equilibrium
1. Isolated Body
For Σ0 in equilibrium, S0 can be expressed as a state
function S0(X0) of its extensive observables (variables
such as energy, volume, particle number, etc. that can
be controlled by an observer)X0, which remain constant.
The thermodynamic state of a body in equilibrium re-
mains the same unless it is disturbed. From this follows
the Gibbs fundamental relation
dS0 =
∑
p (∂S0/∂X0p) dX0p, (9)
in which the partial derivatives are related to the con-
stant fields of the system:
(∂S0/∂E0) = 1/T0, (∂S0/∂V0) = P0/T0, · · · (10)
For Σ0 out of equilibrium, its nonequilibrium state will
continuously change, which is reflected in its entropy in-
crease in time. This requires expressing its entropy as
S0(X0, t) with an explicit time-dependence. The change
in the entropy and the state must come from the varia-
tions of additional variables, distinct from X0, that keep
changing with time until the body comes to equilibrium
[12, 13]. These variables, whose set is denoted by ξ0, can-
not be controlled by the observer; thus, they are known
as the internal variables. Once Σ0 has come to equilib-
rium, S0 has no explicit time-dependence and becomes a
state function of X0, which requires that ξ0 are no longer
independent ofX0. When S0 becomes a state function, it
achieves its maximum possible value for the given setX0.
This conclusion about the entropy will play an important
role below.
We will refer to the variables in X0 and ξ0 collectively
as Z0 in the following. It can be shown that with a
proper choice of the number of internal variables, the
entropy can be written as S0(Z0(t)) with no explicit t-
dependence. The situation is now almost identical to
that of an isolated body in equilibrium: As the entropy
S0(Z0(t)) no longer has an explicit time dependence, we
can identify Z0(t) as the set of nonequilibrium state vari-
ables so that its state can be specified by Z0(t), which
makes the entropy a state function. From now on, we will
not show the time t as an argument of a state variable or
a state function unless clarity is needed. There are times
we will insert tThus, we can extend (9) to
dS0 =
∑
p (∂S0/∂Z0p) dZ0p; (11)
the new derivatives (∂S0/∂ξ0p) (in addition to those in
(10)) determine the affinities A0p
(∂S0/∂ξ0p) = A0p/T0; (12)
all fields and affinities continue to change in time until Σ0
reaches equilibrium. An isolated body for which the en-
tropy has become a state function of Z0is called to be in
internal equilibrium. As the body comes to equilibrium,
the affinities A0pvanish. Moreover, S0 as a state function
has its maximum possible value for given Z0. For a state
that is not in internal equilibrium, its S0 must retain an
explicit time-dependence. In this case, the derivatives in
(10) cannot be identified as state variables like, temper-
ature, pressure, etc.
2. A Simple Example for an Internal Variable
Consider an isolated body Σ0 formed by two parts
Σ1,Σ2 that are initially at different temperatures T1(0)
and T2(0). We imagine their volumes and particle num-
bers as fixed, but allow their energies E1, E2to change
with time due to thermal contact between them. We
know that eventually, they come to equilibrium at the
same common temperature T0f. During this time, their
temperatures keep changing. The total energy E0 =
E1 + E2 is constant. The entropy S0 is the sum of the
entropies S1 and S2 of the two parts. Thus, S0 is a func-
tion of two variables E1, E2. If we want to express S0 as
a function of E0, we need another independent variable
ξ0, which is evidently a function of the difference E1−E2.
We take ξ0 ≡ [E1−E2]/2. This makes S0 a function of E0
and ξ0. The affinity Ais given by the derivative ∂S0/∂ξ0,
which is found to be A = 1/T1− 1/T2and which vanishes
in equilibrium,as expected. Here, T1and T2are the in-
stantaneous temperatures of the two parts and are given
by 1/T1 = (∂S1/∂E1) , 1/T2 = (∂S2/∂E2).
3. Interacting Body
An interacting body (a body in a medium) out of equi-
librium with its medium will also require internal vari-
ables. For a body in internal equilibrium, the derivatives
of its entropy S give the fields T, P, · · · and affinities Apas
above. The corresponding Gibbs fundamental relation is
given by
dE = TdS − PdV −A · dξ,
where we have restricted the observables to E and V only
for simplicity.
4. Why Internal Equilibrium is Important?
For a general interacting body, the concept of its in-
ternal equilibrium state plays a very important role in
that it ensures that the body can come back to this state
several times in a nonequilibrium process. This can only
happen if the entropy have no explicit time-dependence.
In a cyclic nonequilibrium process, such a state can re-
peat itself in time after some cycle time τc so that all
state variables and functions including the entropy re-
peat themselves:Z(t+ τc) = Z(t), S(t+ τc) = S(t).
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C. Gibbs Free Energy of an Interacting System
From now on, we will only consider bodies in internal
equilibrium. We will further simplify our discussion by
considering only one internal variable ξ in most cases.
Moreover, we will keep N fixed so that it will not be
shown explicitly and allow the possibility of fluctuating E
and V due to exchanges with the medium. The medium
is in internal equilibrium and is extremely large compared
Σ so that its fields and affinity are given by T0, P0 and
A0ξ = 0, the values they take when the equilibrium is
reached between Σ and Σ˜. In terms of
H ≡ E + P0V, G ≡ H − T0S
= E − T0S + P0V,
which are the time-dependent enthalpy and the Gibbs
free energy, respectively, of the system Σ, it is easy to
show that [13]
S0 − S˜0 = S −H/T0 = −G/T0, (13)
where S˜0 ≡ S˜(E0, V0, ξ0) is independent of the system.
Here, S and S0are the entropies of Σ and Σ0.
V. NONEQUILIBRIUM RELAXATION OF BOD-
IES IN INTERNAL EQUILIBRIUM
A. Thermodynamic Relaxation
1. Heuristic Consideration
Let us consider Σ, originally in equilibrium with a
medium at some temperature T ′0, is suddenly brought
in another medium at a lower temperature T0 at time
t = 0. As Σ has no time to interact with the new medium,
its initial temperature T (0) is the original temperature
T ′0. As Σ eventually comes to equilibrium, we must have
T (τeq(T0)) = T0, where τeq(T0) is the time required to
come to equilibrium. Thus, T continues to fall during re-
laxation. Similarly, the initial entropy S(0) is the entropy
SESCL(T
′
0) of the higher temperature. After equilibra-
tion, S(T ′0)SESCL(T0)the entropy must be the entropy of
ESCL at T0 at the new temperature. Since the entropy
increases with temperature, we conclude that the entropy
also falls during relaxation from S(τeq(T0)) = S(T0).
2. Thermodynamic Support
We now support this intuitive picture for the temper-
ature by proper nonequilibrium thermodynamics. Here,
we closely follow Ref. [13]. The Gibbs fundamental rela-
tion for the system (fixed N) is given by
dE = TdS − PdV −Adξ. (14)
The internal fields T, Pand Aare given, respectively by
the derivatives (∂E/∂S),−(∂E/∂V ) and −(∂E/∂ξ). It
can be shown that
diS/dt ≡ dS0/dt
= (1/T − 1/T0) dE/dt+ (P/T − P0/T0) dV/dt (15)
+[A/T ]dξ/dt ≥ 0.
Each term in the last equation must be positive in ac-
cordance with the second law. In a vitrification process,
energy decreases with time; thus,
T > T0 if dE/dt < 0, T < T0 if dE/dt > 0;
P/T < P0/T0 if dV/dt < 0, P/T > P0/T0 if dV/dt > 0,
(16)
A/T < 0 if dξ/dt < 0, A/T > 0 if dξ/dt > 0.
Let us assume that in an isobaric cooling experiment,
P = P0, (17)
which we will refer to as the existence of the mechani-
cal equilibrium for the system. In this case, we find by
combining the first two terms in (15) that
(1/T − 1/T0) dH/dt ≥ 0. (18)
It is found experimentally [2]
T > T0 (19)
during relaxation in glasses so that T approaches T0 from
above [T → T+0 ] and becomes equal to T0 as the relax-
ation ceases and the equilibrium is achieved.
B. Thermodynamic Forces for Relaxation
For P 6= P0, the Gibbs fundamental relation can be
written as
dE = T0dS − P0dV
+(T − T0)dS − (P − P0)dV − Adξ, (20)
in which each of the last three terms are associated with
an irreversible entropy generation [13]. Using the first
law dE = T0deS − P0dV , we find that the irreversible
entropy change diSis
T0diS = (T0 − T )dS + (P − P0)dV +Adξ ≥ 0.
Each of the three terms on the right must be non-negative
in accordance with the second law
(T0 − T )dS ≥ 0, (P − P0)dV ≥ 0, Adξ ≥ 0. (21)
The prefactor T0 − T , etc. in each equation represents
the thermodynamic force that drive the system towards
equilibrium. It then follows from the first inequality in
(21) that during vitrification
dS/dt ≤ 0, (22)
in accordance with our heuristic consideration.
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C. Consequences of the Customary Approxima-
tion
For the isobaric case discussed above, we have as-
sumed P = P0, but T0 − T is normally non-zero. How-
ever, in almost all previous applications of classical non-
equilibrium thermodynamics to glasses that we are famil-
iar with, T0−T is taken to be zero [12]. It is important to
understand the consequence of this customary approxi-
mation for glasses. We have in this case, T0diS = Adξ ≥
0, from which follows that T0dS = T0deS + Adξ. As
deS < 0 in cooling, there is no way to make any conclu-
sion about the sign of dS: it may be even positive. From
(18) and (13), we see neither the Gibbs free energy G of
the glass nor the entropy S0 of the isolated system can
vary in time. Thus, there will be no relaxation of the
Gibbs free energy even if we allow for internal variables.
D. Microstate Probabilities in Internal Equilib-
rium
For a body in internal equilibrium, the situation is very
similar to that of a body in equilibrium in that maxi-
mization of entropy results is a very similar formulation
of the microstate probabilities. While these probabilities
are given by
pieq = Q0eq exp[−β0(Ei + P0Vi)],
where Q0eq is the equilibrium normalization constant,
β0 = 1/T0 and P0 are the inverse temperature and pres-
sure of the medium, and Ei, Vi are the energy and volume
of the ith microstate. For the body in internal equilib-
rium, the microstate probabilities are given by
pi = Q0 exp[−β{Ei + PVi +A · ξi}],
where Q0 is the normalization constant; β = 1/T ,
T, P,Athe instantaneous temperature, pressure and the
set of affinities, and ξi the set of internal variables for
the ith microstate. The particle number N , which is
held fixed in both cases, is not shown.
VI. FREE VOLUME AND COMMUNAL EN-
TROPY: CELL AND HOLE THEORIES
In this section, we will exhibit t as an argument if
clarity is needed.
A. The Cell Theory
One usually studies a system by treating the con-
stituent particles to be point like such as the ideal gas.
The approximation allows us to think of the entire vol-
ume V of the system as the ”free volume” in which the
(center of mass of the) particles are free to move about.
The simplest model to account for the non-zero size of
the particles is the van der Waals’ equation in which the
”free volume” is given by V − Nb, where b is taken to
be half the the volume of a sphere of radius 2r0, r0 be-
ing the ”radius” of the particle [5]. It is the excluded
volume for each particle and the presence of N in Nb im-
plies the additivity of the excluded volume per particle.
The excluded volume should be thought of as the ”ther-
modynamic” volume of a particle, which is determined
by the interactions with its neighbor. One uses the cell
theory of liquids to go beyond the van der Walls theory.
In the cell model, the volume V is divided into N cells
(such as the Voronoi type cells) of an average volume
v per particle, see Fig. 4, where we show the possible
cell arrangement for disordered (liquid or gas) in (a) and
ordered (crystal) states in (b). Each cell has a single par-
ticle within it as shown. For molecules with connectivity
such as polymers, one must take proper care of all distinct
placements of monomers that respects their connectivity.
For example, if we consider a disordered conformation of
a polymer with 17 monomers, then we must consider all
distinct conformations of the polymer even though each
conformation has a single monomer in the 17 cells in.(a).
Thus, there will be many more microstates for the cell
pattern in (a) when connectivity has to be incorporated.
There will be a single microstate if there is no connectiv-
ity to consider. This poses no conceptual problem as the
average of any observable O in the cell model is given by
the standard formulation
O ≡
∑
iOipi,
where Oi is the value of O for the ith microstate and
the sum is over all distinct microstates. It is then clear
that the entropy associated with local motion in the cell
potential also contains what is commonly known as the
conformational entropy due to different conformations of
a polymer.
The non-uniform cell model in (a) for the disordered
state is a generalization of the uniform cell model tra-
ditionally used in cell theories. The other difference is
that we allow for an internal variable. The motion of
each particle within its cell is governed by ϕ due to all its
neighbor, which we denote by ϕ(r |{r′(t)} ), where r is the
position of the particle under consideration within its cell
and {r′} denotes the set of the positions of all its neigh-
bors that are continually c hanging in time. The con-
nectivity between the neighbors and the central molecule
has to be properly accounted for in this set. This re-
quires considering the probability P (ϕ) for the potential
ϕ(r |{r′(t)} ). It is given by the following identity
P (ϕ) =
∑′
ipi
where the prime over the sum implies that the sum is
restricted to those microstates in which the particle and
its cell neighbors are restricted to be at r and r′.
It is obvious that the cell volume ∆ must be at least as
big as needed to allow for the local oscillations. The local
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(a) Disordered (b) Ordered
FIG. 4: Cell representation of a small region of disordered (a)
and ordered (b) configurations at full occupation: each cell
contains a particle. Each cell representation uniquely defines
a potential well or basin in the potential energy landscape.
Observe that while each particle is surrounded by four parti-
cles in the ordered configuration, this is not the case for the
disordered configuration. We have shown a higher volume for
the disordered configuration, as found empirically.
motion within the cell potential can be used to charac-
terize a volume, which we will call the interaction vol-
ume vi of the particle: it is the minimum volume needed
for the allowed local motion. One way to quantify vi is
by the root-mean square-root of the displacement during
the local motion as follows. The average over all possible
cell potentials with probability P (ϕ) of the displacement
squared is given by
r2rms ≡ r
2 =
∑
ϕP (ϕ)[
1
τϕ
∫
r
2(t)dt],
where r = 0 is taken to be at the minimum of the poten-
tial in the inherent structure IS. The inner integral is over
the time period τϕ of an oscillation controlled by ϕ. We
first observe that the rrms changes with the temperature.
To see this most clearly, we simply consider an interpar-
ticle harmonic potential ϕ. From dimensional analysis
alone, we conclude that the mean square displacement of
all the particles scales as the temperature:r2 ∼ T (t)/k,
where k is the spring constant of the potential. Thus,
rrms(T (t) ∼ [T (t)/k]
1/2
.
Accordingly, it vanishes at absolute temperature T (t) =
0. It usually happens that the oscillatory modes equili-
brate rapidly with the medium. In that case, we must
replace T (t) by T0. At absolute zero, particles are sitting
in an IS, and there is an average distance dmin between
particles. Half of the average distance rmin ≡ dmin/2 is
taken as the ”radius” of the particle, which then deter-
mines its interaction volume vm at absolute zero. This
is the minimum of the interaction volume. The distance
rmin should not be confused with the so-called radius r0
of a particle corresponding to the ”impenetrability” of
the particles.10 As the temperature increases, the linear
size of the particle increases due to oscillations and so
does its interaction volume, which is now given by
vi = γ(rmin + rrms)
3
in terms of a geometrical factor γ of order unity. The
above volume may be quite different from the customar-
ily defined occupied volume vo, which is commonly used
in the glassy literature. Unfortunately, there is a lot of
ambiguity in the definition of vo and how to obtain it
theoretically [9] so we make no attempt to compare the
two.
The difference vf = ∆− vi is the remainder volume of
the cell, called the free volume vf, that is the elbow room
for the translation and rotation of the center of mass of
the particle. This motion gives rise to the diffusion of
the particle from the region over which the local oscil-
latory motion occurs. As ζ0 decreases, the elbow room,
i.e., vf increases (and so do ∆ and vi) but not so much
so that particles are still confined within their respective
cells. As the free volume increases further, the particles
can escape to the neighboring cells so that sometimes a
cell may have multiple occupancy of the particles. The
particles will undergo local motion in the new cell before
they make excursion to another neighboring cell. If the
free volume increases too much, then diffusion becomes
the dominant motion and the local motion is no longer
possible as the particles are far apart now. A situation
like this occurs in gases. The above picture is an aver-
age picture so that it will also occur due to fluctuations
in energy,volume, and internal variables. The aforemen-
tioned scenario has been confirmed by numerical simula-
tions that has been discussed by several authors; see for
example, Refs. [1, 13] and Fig. 1.
The above discussion is equally valid for the disordered
and ordered macrostate. We will, however, consider the
disordered macrostate in the following.
B. The Hole Theory
An obvious refinement of the above cell theory is to
allow for holes in the theory; see (a) and (b) in Fig. 5.
The empty sites refer to holes, that is, the absence of a
particle and gives an additional contribution to the free
volume in this theory. It also allows for a considerable
variation in the number of neighboring particles due to
the presence of holes, which makes this theory attrac-
tive. As the volume of a glass is found to be considerably
greater than that of the corresponding crystal or ESCL,
it is argued that the glass has a significant number of
holes, which decreases during relaxation. In general, the
10 The interparticle potential begins to rise steeply for separation
between particles below the ”radius” r0 [5]. Thus, r0 not strictly
the radius of a particle.
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(a) Disordered IS (b) Ordered IS
FIG. 5: Cell representation of a small region of disordered (a)
and ordered (b) inherent structures at half occupation: half
of the cells contain a particle; other half are empty and are
said to contain a void. Observe that while each particle is
surrounded by four voids in the ordered configuration, this is
not the case for the disordered configuration. We have shown
a higher volume for the disordered configuration, as found
empirically.
decrease in the free volume is considered to be related
to the irreversible relaxation, while the decrease in the
interaction volume is argued to be related to the equi-
librium relaxation as noted above since the local motion
within the cell potential occurs at the temperature T0 of
the medium and not at the instantaneous temperature of
the glass; see also the discussion by Matsuoka [9]. The
division of volume in the interaction and free volumes re-
sults in the two volumes to be independent as they refer
to independent degrees of freedom. Their existence may
be related to the success of the two parameter model of
Aklonis and Kovacs [14].
C. Communal Entropy
Using the fact that entropy and volume are both ex-
tensive, we find that the entropy density σ = S/V is
a homogeneous function of order zero, that is, it is not
extensive. We can write the entropy as a sum of two
terms: S = Viσ + Vfσ. This is a trivial identity but al-
lows us to introduce two different entropy components
associated with the two components of the volume. One
such component is Scomm, which is associated with the
translation of the particles. The free volume decreases
as ζ0 increases and inhibits the translation. The par-
ticles must be fully jammed if there is no elbow room
(Vf = 0). In this state, there cannot be any translation
and Scomm must also vanish. This identifies the ideal
glass (IG). If we wish to identify the communal entropy
associated with the free volume, then it must vanish for
the ideal glass. Thus, the relationship between Scomm
and Vf must be linear because of the extensivity. If we
write it as Scomm = Vfσ
′ with σ′ 6= σ, then the other
component Sint = S − Scomm, the interaction entropy, is
given by Sint = Viσ + Vf(σ − σ
′). However, Sint must
be determined by the cell potential ϕ, which depends on
∆ or V but is independent of the free volume. Hence,
σ′ = σ. Thus, we write
S(t) = Sint(t) + Scomm(t), Scomm = Vfσ, S
int = Viσ;
each of the above two components of the entropy must
be non-negative and must satisfy the second law. As said
earlier, Sint includes the entropy associated with different
conformations of the molecules. The communal entropy
Scomm that plays a central role in the study of glasses
[1, 6, 11]. The deep connection that we have discovered
between the free volume and communal entropy shows
that they vanish simultaneously in IG so that whether
we vary the density (control variable P0) or the entropy
(control variable T0), we obtain the unique IG at the
respective Kauzmann point. This, we hope, will clarify
some confusion present in the field as we discuss now.
VII. SOME GLASS TRANSITION THEORIES
We briefly review some important theories that have
been used to explain glass transitions; for more details,
see Ref. [6]. None of them at present is able to explain
all observed features of glass transition [15, 16]. Thus,
we are far from having a complete understanding of the
phenomenon of glass transition, and it is fair to say that
there yet exists no completely satisfying theory of the
glass transition. Theoretical investigations mainly utilize
two different approaches, which are based either on ther-
modynamic or on kinetic ideas, neither of which seems
complete.
A. Thermodynamic Approach: General Consider-
ations
We first focus on our nonequilibrium approach to see
what general conclusions can be drawn before consider-
ing other theories. In the following, we are interested
in SCL state, which can be divided into two: time-
dependent NESCL and time-independent ESCL in the
restricted ensemble. We will focus on the communal
entropy for which we use S instead of Scomm for no-
tational simplicity. We will exhibit E and suppress all
other extensive observables below and use a single inter-
nal variable ξ for simplicity. According to the second
law SNESCL(E, ξ) < SESCL(E); see Fig. 6. As the slope
of FG determines the inverse of the internal tempera-
ture T (t) 6= T0 of NESCL, while that of DFCK the in-
verse of the medium temperature T0, we conclude from
the figure that TG(t) at EG is higher than TK = T0K at
EK. Indeed, as TNESCL(E) = TESCL(E) at E = EF and
at E = EK, where EF is the energy at F, it is evident
that TNESCL(t) > T0K over FG. As SNESCL(E, V, ξ) has
no singularity over its entire range KGF, we can expand
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FIG. 6: Schematic form of communal entropies for ESCL and
NESCL in accordance with the second law and the gap hy-
pothesis. The lowest possible energy of ESCL is EK and the
corresponding entropy is given by KCFD. It vanishes at K
without any singularity there. The point K represents the
unique ideal glass whose entropy remains zero as shown by
the ideal glass entropy OK. The lowest possible energy of
NESCL, which emerges continuously out of ESCL at F, is
shown to be EG > EK at G due to additional defects. It
represents the entropy of a laboratory glass and has no sin-
gularity at G so that it can be mathematically continued be-
low EG until it vanishes. As the state of zero entropy must
be unique, this continuation must terminate at K where the
ideal glass emerges. Accordingly, the continuation is shown
by the dashed blue curve GK. It is in essence similar to the
continuation carried out by Kauzmann. We do not show the
axis corresponding to the independent variable ξ (except at K
and F, where it is no longer independent), which is changing
along FG. The slope at G is less than that at K.
SNESCL(E, V, ξ) in the form of a Taylor expansion over
FG around the point K. For later applicability, it is use-
ful to consider SNESCL(E, V, ξ) as a function of T (t), P (t)
and ξ(t). We will suppress t in the following. In an iso-
baric vitrification at medium pressure P0, it is not hard
to conceive that P = P0, which we will assume in the fol-
lowing. Introducing ∆T ≡ T − T0K and ∆ξ ≡ ξ − ξeq,K
and recognizing that at K the heat capacity CPK is non-
zero but finite and that the affinity A0K vanishes, we
immediately conclude that the leading terms in the ex-
pansion must be linear in ∆T (no linear term in ∆ξ) and
bilinear in ∆T∆ξ. Thus, we can pull out ∆T from all
the expansion terms to finally write in terms of a function
FV whose definition is evident from the (infinite) Taylor
expansion (SESCL(EK) = 0):
SNESCL(T, P0, ξ) = ∆TFS(T0K, P0,∆T,∆ξ); (23)
we have not shown any dependence on ξeq,K as it is a
function of T0K, P0 so it is no longer independent. The
extensive function takes the value FS(T0K, P0, 0, 0) =
CPK/T0K. It must increase as ∆Tdecreases during
isothermal relaxation to ensure that SNESCL continues
to increase.
A similar Taylor expansion can be made for the volume
VNESCL. We first recall that Vf,NESCL and the communal
entropy SNESCL vanish simultaneously
11 and that
SNESCL(T, P0, ξ) = σ(T, P0, ξ)Vf,NESCL(T, P0, ξ). (24)
Thus, Vf,NESCL is also non-singular and will have a Tay-
lor expansion around the Kauzmann point. To deter-
mine the nature of the expansion, we follow the above
approach to determine the leading powers of ∆T and ∆ξ.
The volume expansion coefficient at K due to the free
volume is nonzero as we approach K from the high tem-
perature side because of the difference in the slopes at K
in Fig. 2. Thus, the expansion must start with a term
linear in ∆T . The determination of the leading power of
∆ξrequires considering the behavior of (∂V/∂ξ)T,P . It
follows from the theorem of small increments [5] that
(∂V/∂ξ)T,P =
(
∂2Ĝ/∂ξ∂P
)
= (∂A/∂P )ξ,P ,
where Ĝ is the double Legendre transform E−TS+PV 12
so that V =
(
∂Ĝ/∂P
)
ξ,T
. As the affinity A always van-
ishes at K regardless of the pressure, the derivative on
the right side must vanish. This means that (∂V/∂ξ)T,P
must vanish at K, which leads to a leading bilinear combi-
nation ∆T∆ξ. Thus, the situation is as before for SNESCL
so that we can write a similar form for Vf,NESCL
Vf,NESCL(T, P0, ξ) = ∆TFV(T0K, P0,∆T,∆ξ). (25)
We can use this form of the free volume in the Doolittle
equation (6) to obtain
η = η0 exp(γvm/(T − T0K)fV) (26)
in terms of the intensive function fV ≡ FV/N . It should
be noted that all quantities above are functions of T, P0
and ξ. Using the linear relationship from (24) in (6), we
obtain
η = η0 exp(γvm/gsNESCL) (27)
in terms of the per particle communal entropy sNESCL ≡
SNESCL/N . Again, all quantities are functions of state
variables.
1. Free Volume Theory
The free volume theory of Doolittle [10, 11] attempts
to describe both aspects with some respectable success
11 In contrast, there is no such relationship between the configu-
rational entropy and the free volume. The most simple way to
appreciate is to recognize that the configurational entropy in the
Gibbs-Di Marzio theory can vanish even when the polymers cover
the entire lattice so that the free volume is identically zero.
12 Ĝ should not be confused with the Gibbs free energy G(t) =
E(t)−T0S(t) +P0V (t). This point is carefully discussed in Ref.
[13].
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even though lately it has fallen out of favor. This is
unfortunate as this theory captures the essence of the
GT, which in this theory occurs when the free volume
becomes sufficiently small to impede the mobility of the
molecules [10]. The Doolittle equation correctly predicts
the abrupt increase in the viscosity for a large number of
glass formers in a narrow range over which vf becomes
very small; see ref. [11] for further details. The time-
dependence of the free-volume redistribution, determined
by the energy barriers encountered during redistribution,
should provide a kinetic view of the transition, and must
be properly accounted for. This approach is yet to be
completed to satisfaction. Nevertheless, assuming that
the change in free volume is proportional to the difference
in the temperature T0−T0V near some temperature T0V,
it is found that η(T0) diverges near T0V according to the
phenomenological Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher equation
ln η(T0) = AVTF +BVTF/(T0 − T0V), (28)
where AVTF and BVTF are system-dependent constants.
A comparison with (26) shows the phenomenological
equation to be a special case of the general equation.
The limited validity of the original (constant parame-
ters) Doolittle equation also makes the VTF equation
with limited validity. in addition, different concept of the
free volume will also yield different temperatures where it
vanishes. This explains the puzzling differences between
T0V and the Kauzmann temperature noted by several
workers.
2. Adam-Gibbs Theory
The thermodynamic theory due to Adam and Gibbs
[6, 17] attempts to provide a justification of the entropy
crisis in SCL. The central idea is that the sluggishness
observed in a system is a manifestation of the smallness
of the configurational entropy, i.e. the smallness of the
available configurations to the system. The configura-
tional entropy in this theory is identical to the config-
urational entropy Sconf(T0) defined above in (2). This
entropy should not be confused with the communal en-
tropy that we have been considering above. According to
this theory, the viscosity η(T0) above the glass transition
is given as follows:
ln η(T0) = AAG +BAG/T0s
conf, (29)
whereAAG and BAG are system-dependent constants and
sconf = Sconf/N . It is commonly believed that the con-
figurational entropy also vanishes at a positive tempera-
ture T0S, which is not identical to T0K, although they are
found to be close [11]. A similar argument as used above
will also show that
SconfNESCL(T, P0, ξ) = ∆TSF
conf
S (T0V, P0,∆TV,∆ξ),
where ∆TS(t) ≡ T (t) − T0S. The derivation of (29) is
based on the concept of cooperative domains of size z,
which gradually increases as the temperature is lowered
and diverges at T0S. At this temperature, the entire sys-
tem acts like a cooperative domain. While this particu-
lar domain is disordered, its configurational entropy must
vanish in this theory. As the laboratory glass transition
temperature T0g occurs at about 50 K above T0V, the
value of z at T0g is much smaller; it is found to be of the
order of 5− 10.
If we replace sconf in (29) by the communal entropy,
then the above equation represents a special case of the
general thermodynamic equation given in (27) except
that the viscosity diverges at different temperatures in
the two approaches. As the two theories are developed
based on different approaches but with the same con-
clusion, it appears that the suggestion of a rapid rise
in the viscosity due to a sudden drop in some form of
entropy seems very enticing, since both phenomena are
ubiquitous in glassy states. Thus, we are driven to the
conclusion that we can treat the SCL glass transition
within a thermodynamics formalism in which some sort
of entropy crisis is exploited. While the vanishing of free
volume is not tied to the vanishing of sconf, the vanishing
of free volume occurs simultaneously with the vanishing
of the communal entropy. Thus, our approach exploiting
the communal entropy ties the divergence of the viscos-
ity with the vanishing of either the free volume or the
communal entropy at the same temperature T0K.
B. Mode-Coupling Theory
The mode-coupling theory [18] is an example of the-
ories based on kinetic ideas in which deals not with the
glass transition but with the transition at TMC. Thus,
it is not directly relevant for our review. This theory
may be regarded as a theory based on first-principle ap-
proach, which starts from the static structure factor. In
this theory, the ergodicity is lost completely, and struc-
tural arrest occurs at a temperature TMC, which lies well
above the customary glass transition temperature TG.
Consequently, the correlation time and the viscosity di-
verge due to the caging effect. The diverging viscosity
can be related to the vanishing free volume [10, 11], which
might suggest that the MC transition is the same as the
glass transition. This does not seem to be the consensus
at present. It has been speculated that the divergence
at TMC is due to the neglect of any activated process
in this theory. This, however, has been disputed by re-
cent studies. The mode-coupling theory is also not well-
understood, especially below the glass transition. More
recently, it has been argued that this and mean-field the-
ories based on an underlying first-order transition may
be incapable of explaining dynamic heterogeneities.
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C. Random First Order Theory
An alternative thermodynamic theory for the impend-
ing entropy crisis based on spin-glass ideas has also been
developed in which proximity to an underlying first-order
transition is used to explain the glass transition [19]. The
theory is based on the one-step replica symmetry break-
ing in spin glasses which also undergo a spin-glass tran-
sition similar in many respect to the freezing transition
in glasses. The one-step replica symmetry breaking is
identified in a long-range spin glass model so the theory
is at a mean field level. While some may consider this to
be a weakness of the theory, it also provides a new level
of intuition about ordinary glasses.
VIII. A SIMPLE MODEL OF A NON-
EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE
The possibility of a temperature disparity can be
heuristically demonstrated by considering a simple non-
equilibrium laboratory problem. Consider a system as a
“black box” consisting of two parts at different temper-
atures T1and T2 > T1, but insulated from each other so
that they cannot come to equilibrium. The two parts are
like slow and fast motions in a glass, and the insulation
allows us to treat them as independent, having different
temperatures. We assume that there are no irreversible
processes that go on within each part so that there is
no irreversible heat diQ1 and diQ2 generated within each
part. We wish to identify the effective temperature of the
system. To do so, we imagine that each part is added a
certain infinitesimal amount of heat from outside, which
we denote by dQ1 and dQ2. The amount of heat dQ
added to the system is their sum. We assume the en-
tropy changes to be dS1 and dS2. Then, we have
dQ = dQ1 + dQ2, dS = dS1 + dS2.
Let us introduce a temperature T by dQ = TdS. Using
dQ1 = T1dS1, dQ2 = T2dS2, we immediately find
dQ(1/T − 1/T2) = dQ1(1/T1 − 1/T2).
By introducing x = dQ1/dQ, which is determined by the
setup, we find that T is given by
1
T
=
x
T1
+
1− x
T2
. (30)
As x is between 0 and 1, it is clear that T lies between
T1 and T2 depending on the value of x. Thus, we see
from this heuristic model calculation that the effective
temperature of the system is not the same as the tem-
perature of either parts, a common property of a system
not in equilibrium.
The above calculation is for fixed T1 and T2 since the
infinitesimal heats do not change the temperatures and
there is no energy exchange between the two parts due to
insulation. It is the value of x that uniquely determines
the temperature T of the system. It depends on the way
the two heats are exchanged.
If the insulation between the parts is not perfect, there
is going to be some energy transfer between the two parts,
which would result in maximizing the entropy of the sys-
tem. As a consequence, their temperatures will eventu-
ally become the same. During this time, the temperature
T of the system will lie between the changing tempera-
tures of the two parts, and will itself be changing.
IX. THE FICTIVE TEMPERATURE AND THE
TOOL-NARAYANASWAMY EQUATION
We will exhibit t in this section.
A. Partitioning the Degrees of freedom (dof)
The relaxation of all thermodynamic properties in the
temporal domain depends on the of the state of the sys-
tem. For example, at high enough temperatures, the
time variation of T (t) as it relaxes towards T0 can be
described as a single simple exponential with a charac-
teristic time scale τ , the relaxation time. This happens
when all the degrees of freedom (dof) come to equilib-
rium simultaneously with the same relaxation time. At
any time t before equilibrium is reached, the system has a
temperature T (t); it also has energy E(t), V (t), ξ(t) etc.
At low temperatures, this is not true. There are slow
and fast modes noted in Sect. I. The situation is simi-
lar to the simple system considered in Sect. VIII, which
we now imagine to be in a medium at temperature T0.
Both parts will strive to come to equilibrium with the
medium but they may have widely separated relaxation
times describing the fast and slow modes in the system.
Situation similar to this also occurs in the attainment of
thermal equilibrium between the nuclear spins and their
environment during nuclear relaxation studied by Pur-
cell, where the spin-lattice relaxation is extremely slow.
The explanation of the slow and fast dof in a wide class of
substances lies in internal molecular motions other than
simple vibrations. The fast dof cool down and equili-
brate very fast, while the slow dof take much longer to
transfer their energy and equilibrate because of very weak
coupling with the surrounding medium. We will denote
those dof that have equilibrated with the medium at time
t by a subscript ”e”, and the remaining that are not equi-
librated by ”n.”
Let D denote the total number of the dof in the sys-
tem, which is determined by the number of particles N
in it; hence, it remains constant. The fast dof equilibrate
within the observation time tobs, with the slow dof re-
maining out of equilibrium [2]. Eventually, as t → τeq ,
all dof come to equilibrium with the medium. Let De(t)
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and Dn(t) denote its partition in equilibrated and non-
equilibrated dof, respectively:
D = De(t) +Dn(t);
evidently, they are functions of time. Assume that at
t = 0 the system is cooled instantaneously from an equi-
librated supercooled liquid at T ′0 to a glass state at T0.
Immediately prior to cooling, all dof are in equilibrium
at T ′0 and De(t) = D for t → 0
−. At t = 0, all dof are
out of equilibrium with the new medium at T0 so that
Dn(0) = D. Eventually, De(t) = D for all t ≥ τeq. It
is clear that De(t) does not remain constant. Thus slow
dof become part of De(t) in time,.
The weak coupling between the two dof and of the slow
dof with the medium allows us to treat them as almost
uncorrelated and quasi-independent, which then immedi-
ately leads to the following partition of the S,E, V and
ξ into two contributions, one from each kind:
Z(t) = Ze(t) + Zn(t). (31)
It should be noted that Se(t) and Sn(t) stand for
Se(Ee(t), Ve(t), ξe(t)) and Sn(En(t), Vn(t), ξn(t)).
We have already remarked earlier that Vi in (5) corre-
sponds to De during τobs. During this time, the glass is
trapped within an inherent structure IS0. The slow dof
correspond to the center of mass motion within the cells
and to visit other ISs. They are too slow to equilibrate
at the new temperature. A large body of simulations
discussed in Ref. [13] has established a very clear pat-
tern for the mean square displacement of a particle as a
function of time t, starting from a ballistic regime to a
plateau to a final diffusive regime; see also Zallen [1].
B. Fictive State and Temperature
Let us now introduce
x(t) ≡ dEe(t)/dE(t), 1− x(t) ≡ dEn(t)/dE(t), , (32)
at a given t, so that
∂Se(t)/∂E(t) = x(t)∂Se(t)/∂Ee(t), (33)
∂Sn(t)/∂E(t) = [1− x(t)]∂Sn(t)/∂En(t). (34)
At t = 0, De = 0, Ee = 0 and x = 0. At t ≥ τeq,
De = D, En = 0 and x = 1. As time goes on, more and
more of the ”n” dof equilibrate, thus increasingDe(t) and
x(t).
By definition, we have ∂Se(t)/∂Ee(t) = 1/T0, while the
dofn will have a temperature different from this. Assum-
ing internal equilibrium, we can introduce a new temper-
ature Tn(t) by
∂Sn(t)/∂En(t) = 1/Tn(t). (35)
The following identity
1
T (t)
=
x(t)
T0
+
1− x(t)
Tn(t)
(36)
easily follows from considering ∂S(t)/∂E(t) and using
(31) and (33). This equation should be compared with
(30) obtained earlier using a heuristic model. Initially,
x(0) = 0 so that T (0) = Tn(0) = T
′, while T (t)→ T0 as
t → τeq, as expected. This division of the instantaneous
temperature T (t) into T0 and Tn(t) is identical in form
to that suggested by Narayanaswamy [2], except that we
have given thermodynamic definitions of x(t) in (32) and
Tn(t) in (35).
1. Physical Significance
Let us now understand the significance of the above
analysis. The partition in (31) along with the fraction
x(t) shows that the partition satisfies a lever rule: the
relaxing glass can be conceptually (but not physically)
thought of as a ”mixture” consisting of two different
”components” corresponding to dofe and dofn: the for-
mer is at temperature T0 and has a weight x(t); the latter
with a complementary weight 1 − x(t) is at a tempera-
ture Tn(t). Thinking of a system conceptually as a ”mix-
ture” of two ”components” is quite common in theoreti-
cal physics. One common example is that of a superfluid,
which can be thought of as a ”mixture” of a normal vis-
cous ”component” and a superfluid ”component”. In re-
ality, there exist two simultaneous motions, one of which
is ”normal” and the other one is ”superfluid”. A simi-
lar division can also be carried out in a superconductor:
the total current is a sum of a ”normal current” and a
”superconducting current”.
2. Nonequilibrium Aspects and A Fictive State
However, because of the non-equilibrium nature of
the system, there is an important difference between
a glass and a superfluid or a superconductor. The e-
component is in equilibrium (with the medium), but
the n-component is only in internal equilibrium. While
the significance of the former as a ESCL ”component”
at T0, P0 (dof=De) is obvious, the significance of the
latter requires clarification. At t = 0, Tn(t) = T
′
0
of ESCL (dof=D) from which the current glass is ob-
tained so that Sn(t = 0) = SESCL(T
′
0). Also, En(t =
0) = EESCL(T
′
0), Vn(t = 0) = VESCL(T
′
0), and ξn(t =
0) = ξESCL(T
′
0). At any later time t > 0, Tn(t) repre-
sents the temperature associated with the energy En(t)
and volume Vn(t) of the non-equilibrated ”component”
of the glass and has a weight 1 − x(t). This ”compo-
nent,” being in internal equilibrium, can be identified as
a fictive ESCL [dof=Dn(t)] at temperature Tn < T
′
0 of
energy EESCL = En(t), VESCL = Vn(t), and ξESCL =
ξn(t). In other words, the relaxing glass at any time
t can be considered as consisting of two ESCL ”com-
ponents,” one at temperature T0 [dof=De(t)] and the
other one [dof=Dn(t)] at temperature Tn(t). The tem-
perature T0f ≡ Tn(t) uniquely determines EESCL(T0f) ≡
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En(t), VESCL(T0f) ≡ Vn(t), and ξESCL(T0f) ≡ ξn(t) of
the corresponding fictive ESCL [dof=Dn(t)], which is in
equilibrium with a medium at temperature T0f. Con-
sequently, ξESCL(T0f) is no longer an independent state
variable for the fictive ESCL.
As the above fictive liquid at T0f ≡ Tn(t) contains only
(or mostly) the slow dof, it does not yet really represent
a ESCL associated with the system at T0f, as the former
lacks dofe, while the latter contains all dof. This does
not pose any problem as the missing dofe at T0f are in
equilibrium not only with the dofn at T0f, but also with
a medium at T0f. Thus, one can consider ”adding” these
missing dofe (dof=De) to the fictive liquid, which now
represents the equilibrated ESCL (dof=D) at T0f. This
ESCL is not the same as the glass with its fictive Tn(t),
as the latter has its dofe at T0 while the ESCL has all
of its dof at Tn(t). However, all of their thermodynamic
properties associated with dofn must be the same, as their
entropy function is the same for both liquids. Similarly,
the ESCL ”component” at T0, P0 (dof=De) should also
be ”supplemented” by the missing dofn to give rise to the
equilibrated ESCL at T0, P0 (dof=D).
3. Fictive Temperature
We are now in a position to decide which of the temper-
atures T (t) and Tn(t) qualifies as the fictive temperature.
We will identify this temperature to characterize only
the non-equilibrated dof (with respect to the medium,
but having internal equilibrium among themselves) in
the system, though other definitions are also possible.
As T (t) contains information about both kinds of dof, it
is not the appropriate temperature to be identified as the
fictive temperature. The temperature Tn(t), on the other
hand, depends only on non-equilibrated dofn, and should
be identified as the fictive temperature of the relaxing
glass at time t. This temperature is not the instanta-
neous temperature of the glass at this time, but repre-
sents the equilibrium temperature of the corresponding
ESCL at T0f ≡ Tn(t).
C. Tool-Narayanaswamy Phenomenology: Single
Slow Relaxation
The viscosity keeps changing with time during relax-
ation but it remains the property of the system. Thus, it
must depend not on T0, but on T (t), the instantaneous
temperature that characterizes the instantaneous state of
the glass. Using an Arrhenius form for the viscosity, we
have
η(t) = η0 exp
[
B
(
x(t)
T0
+
1− x(t)
T0f(t)
)]
, (37)
the form conventionally identified as the phenomenolog-
ical Tool-Narayanaswamy equation [2]. Here, η0 and
B are some parameters of the system. From the dis-
cussion in Sec. VIIA, they must in general depend on
T0, P0, T0f(t) and the affinity A(t).
It should be noted that our definition of the fictive
temperature Tn(t) makes it somewhat different from the
conventional definition used in the literature [2], which
takes different values for different quantities such as the
enthalpy and the volume. While we do not discuss it
here, we have discussed it elsewhere [13] that the above
definition of the fictive temperature and x(t) is the same
even if we use the partition of the volume instead of the
energy. Therefore, we need to follow the consequences of
this difference in their definition. This will require a par-
ticular model of the dynamics in the system. A common
acceptable form is the Kohlrausch form in (4). The expo-
nential itself may be taken to be a function of time and
temperature to account for deviations seen at short times
[x(t) ≃ 0] and long times [x(t) ≃ 1]. Usually, β increases
monotonically with the temperature. Thus, it will also
change during relaxation as T (t) changes. Let us assume
for the moment that our Tn(t) is not very different from
the customary fictive temperature. Conventionally, the
viscosity is fitted by taking x as a constant close to 0.5,
but allowing three other adjustable parameters (η0, B,
and β) to obtain the best fit [2, see the contribution by
Moynihan et al]; all 4 parameters will generally have some
time-dependence, but their time-dependence is neglected
in finding the best fit. Indeed, even the values of the fic-
tive temperature have appreciable uncertainties depend-
ing on the procedure to find it. Therefore, such fits do not
rule out a slowly varying x(t). Time-dependence of x(t)
has been recognized for quite some time in the literature;
see Ref. [13] for more details.
There cannot be any doubt that a constant x in (37),
that is x being independent of the aging conditions, is an
approximation when used to describe experiments. But
this is most certainly not correct as no nonequilibrium
state, in which De(t) and Dn(t) have different tempera-
tures, can be identified with an equilibrium state with all
D dof at temperature T0f(t). Recall that there is a unique
relationship between EESCL[T0f] = E(t) and the temper-
ature T0f. However, there can be a variety of glasses with
different energies but all having the same fictive temper-
ature T0f. Thus, the original idea of Tool cannot be cor-
rect. What our approach shows is that an ageing glass
has two distinct dof and only the non-equilibrated dof
should be identified with the equilibrated liquid at Tn(t).
This picture now no longer supports ageing-independent
x(t). This is where our new understanding differs from
the original idea of Tool. This also makes data-fitting
a challenge. This is the price to be paid for changing x
from an empirical parameter to a thermodynamic quan-
tity. However, the benefit of our approach is that the
fictive temperature is the same whether we consider the
energy or the volume. It would be interesting to see
what kind of time- and temperature-dependence x(t) will
exhibit with our definition Tn(t) of the fictive tempera-
ture. This will require introducing a particular dynamics,
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which is not our aim in this paper.
The extension to more than one slow relaxation has
been considered by us in Ref. [13] and will not be pursued
here.
X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
After giving a brief review of some of the important
issues in vitrification and its phenomenology, we follow
it up with a brief introduction to a recently developed
non-equilibrium thermodynamics of a system in inter-
nal equilibrium and apply it to supercooled liquids and
glasses. The concept of internal equilibrium requires the
system to be homogeneous and its instantaneous entropy
to be maximum for the state variables at that instant.
The state variables include some internal variables that
cannot be controlled by the observer. An inhomogeneous
system also requires internal variables. A simple exam-
ple of an internal variable for an inhomogeneous system
is given, which is again considered to introduce the in-
stantaneous temperature later in Sec. VIII. This model
is central to justify the Tool-Narayanaswamy equation
later.
The conventional approaches to study viscosity as a
function of temperature either uses ∆Sex or Vf. The
Adam-Gibbs theory is based on Sconf instead of ∆Sex.
(However, the two are not the same, at least for polymers.
While the former contains the conformational entropy, it
is absent in ∆Sex.) By replacing S
conf by ∆Sex, one can
determine the temperature T0S where the viscosity di-
verges in the Adam-Gibbs theory. In the free volume the-
ory, the viscosity diverges at T0V. The two temperatures
are usually different as there is no relationship between
the vanishing of Vf and ∆Sex. This is puzzling as the
state of the system is its thermodynamic property and is
independent of the theory used to describe the system.
Moreover, the state with a diverging viscosity must be
a unique state in that once the viscosity has diverged, it
cannot change in time. In general, for a system in internal
equilibrium, the viscosity must be a function of the state
variables:η = η(T (t), P (t), A(t)). For a state with diverg-
ing viscosity, there cannot be any variations in the fields.
In other words, we expect a unique temperature where
η diverges so that the above two temperatures must be
the same. This mismatch is remedied by our approach in
which we take the ideal glass state to be a unique state
in which Scomm and Vf vanish together so that the above
two temperatures are not different from the Kauzmann
temperature T0K. Thus, the different looking (free vol-
ume and Adam-Gibbs) theories become identical as we
have shown. This unification comes from the uniqueness
of the ideal glass. Whether we ever get to the state is
not relevant for the mathematical expansion around the
Kauzmann point.
The nonequilibrium nature of SCL and GS requires
that we make a distinction between the instantaneous
fields and those of the medium. If this is not done, as
is usually the case in most nonequilibrium approaches in
which internal variables are introduced, then the Gibbs
free energy does not change, while it must decrease dur-
ing relaxation for a system out of equilibrium. Indeed,
T (t) − T0, P (t) − P0, etc. act as thermodynamic forces
that drive the system towards equilibrium. These forces
have some important consequences for how fields like
T (t), etc. and thermodynamic quantities like the vol-
ume, entropy, enthalpy, etc. change in time.
The actual form of the dynamics in time was not con-
sidered here as our interest was to understand how ther-
modynamic quantities change with fields. However, the
nature of the dynamics was incorporated in an indirect
way be realizing that the dynamics in SCL and GS should
be divided into fast and slow dynamics. Based on this
observation, it was necessary to divide V and S into two
parts, depending on the fast modes (Vi and S
int) and slow
modes (Vf and S
comm). General considerations show that
these quantities are linearly related. As a consequence, Vf
and Scomm vanish simultaneously in IG. As IG emerges
out of ESCL, it is an equilibrium state in D so that its
fields are those of the medium. When the entropy of
some NESCL is extrapolated to energies below EG, as
was discussed in reference to Fig. 6, we argued that the
extrapolated state of zero communal entropy must be IG;
the local oscillatory motion in the cages are governed by
equilibrium thermodynamics.
The linear relation Scomm = Vfσ associated with the
free volume Vf is different from alternate choice Sf =
− lnVf. We do not consider the latter choice as it gives
negative communal entropy, whereas we have required it
to non-negative.
We have clarified the concept of the fictive temperature
Tn(t) widely used in the study of glasses by identifying
it as a thermodynamic quantity; see (35). Our analysis
shows that the fictive temperature has the same value
even if we change the relaxing quantity from the energy
to the volume. This temperature is not identical to but is
related to the instantaneous temperature T (t) in a glass;
see (36). We use this relationship to establish the Tool-
Narayanaswamy equation (37) for the relaxation time on
a solid theoretical ground. As we have been able to offer
a thermodynamic interpretation of x(t), it no longer is
merely a parameter following the original idea of Tool.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the time-dependence
of x(t) requires reinterpreting Tool’s original idea of the
fictive temperature. It should not be interpreted as the
fictive temperature at which the glass is in equilibrium;
rather, it is only the non-equilibrated dof of the glass
that is compared with the equilibrium liquid at the fictive
temperature Tn(t).
The limitation of the paper should be mentioned. We
have not discussed recent work dealing with the hetero-
geneity in space and time to discuss glasses. The rea-
son for this is that the nonequilibrium thermodynamics
that we are using requires the additivity of the entropy
for different parts. This requires the parts to be macro-
scopically large so that surface effects can be neglected.
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Thus, the approach is not applicable to a few particles
for which we need small size nonequilibrium thermody-
namics, a field which is in infancy at present.
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